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CATALOGUE OF GENIZAH
DESCRIPTIVE
IN PHILADELPHIA
FRAGMENTS
BY B.

HALPER,

Dropsie

PREFATORY

College.

NOTE.

THE various Genizot of the Orient, especially that of
the Old Cairo synagogue, have for centuries preserved some
important remnants of Jewish literature which were unknown
until comparatively recent years. The publication of all
the fragments would undoubtedly throw a flood of light
upon Jewish history, would enhance our knowledge of the
various branches of Jewish literature, and would clear up
many obscure phases. But owing to the hugeness of the
task and the lack of special funds for this purpose, any
publication on a large scale is for the moment out of
the question. The most that we can expect in the near
future is to have a complete catalogue of the various
collections stored up in European and American libraries.
For one reason or another, only two catalogues of Genizah
fragments have hitherto appeared, those of the Bodleian
Library, Oxford, and of the British Museum, London.'
It is to be hoped that the present catalogue, which is
confined to the description of Genizah fragments in the city
of Philadelphia, will prove of value to scholars.
1 Neubauer and Cowley, Catalogue of the Hebrew Manuscripts in the
Bodleian Library, vol. II, Oxford, I906; G. Margoliouth, Catalogue of the
Hebrew and Samaritan Manuscriptsin the British Museum, London, I899I9I5.
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The' fragments described in the following pages form
five main collections which were purchased at different times.
Dr. Cyrus Adler acquired his fragments while in Cairo
in 189I, that is, about five years prior to Professor Schechter's
famous 'expedition' to that city. The Honorable Mayer
Sulzberger, Professor David Werner Amram, Dr. Herbert
Friedenwald, and Professor Camden M. Cobern subsequently
obtained their collections, which presumably hail from the
Orient (most of the fragments seem to be from the Cairo
Genizah), from various dealers. Dr. Adler, Mr. Sulzberger,
and Dr. Friedenwald donated their collections to the Dropsie
College, while Professor Amram presented thirty of his
fragments to the University of Pennsylvania, seven to
Mr. Ephraim Lederer, and six to the Young Men's
Hebrew Association of Philadelphia. The Dropsie College purchased the Amram and Cobern Collections, and
Mr. Lederer kindly presented his fragments to the same
institution. Accordingly, all the fragments described in this
Catalogue, with the exception of those at the University
of Pennsylvania (marked U. P.) and at the Young Men's
Hebrew Association (marked Y. M. H. A.), are in the
Dropsie College Library.
Although these fragments were acquired at random,
they practically represent all branches of Jewish literature.
Even the fourteen fragments in the Friedenwald Collection
contain Bible, Talmud, Liturgy, Kabbalah, and ethical
works. In the Amram anldSulzberger Collections there is
a comparatively large number of legal documents and
letters, a good many of which are of great value for the
study of Jewish history. Owing to the multiplicity of
subjects, the task of identifying these fragments is by no
means an easy one. My difficulty was enhanced by not
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having a complete collection of Hebraica and Judaica at
my disposal for ready reference. It was only by a thorough
and careful perusal that I was able to identify nearly all
the fragments. In many cases a mere guess or chance put
me on the right track. The few fragments that still remain
unidentified are so minutely described that any one familiar
with the subject will have no difficulty in recognizing
them. Some years ago Dr. Cyrus Adler had begun to
work on a few of his fragments, and I found his notes
very useful.
The branches of Jewish literature that gain most by
these fragments are undoubtedly, as is the case with
practically all Genizah collections, Halakah and Liturgy,
especially the latter. In the liturgic codices, mainly in the
Adler Collection, we meet some names of hymn writers
who were either entirely unknown or whose hymns have
rarely been preserved. Mention may be made of Nissi
al-Nahrwani 2-that blind scholar who had been offered the
Gaonate by David b. Zaccai before Sa'adya was appointed
Gaon 3-whose Confessionwas erroneously ascribed to Nissim
b. Jacob of Kairuwan. There is no reference to him in
Zunz's Literaturgeschichte der synagogalen Poesie, and only
two of his hymns are recorded in the Catalogue of the
Bodleian Library; but from his hymns and Selihot, preserved in No. 277 and other fragments, it may be inferred
that Nissi was a prolific paitan. Incidentally we learn that
2

Although in all acrostics the spelling of this paitan's name is 4D%i,
it seems to be merely a case of plene writing. Accordingly, this name
is abbreviated from 1D3D, just as .D1 is the shortened form of q?D1. It is,
however, possible that 4D0 is a Persian name similar to 4l1n, and has
nothing to do with D. or TDs. Should this assumption be correct, the
transliteration of this name would be Nisi.
3 See Neubauer, MediaevalJewish Chronicles,vol. II, p. 80.
Ee 2
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his father's name was Berechiah.4 The same codex has
preserved a series of piyyutim by Joseph ibn Abitor, based
upon the fifteen Songs of Ascents (Psalms I20-I34). There
is every reason to assume that the poet composed fifteen
piyyutim, all beginning with Ml,. In this' codex we find six
complete piyyutim and the beginning of a seventh belonging to this series constructed on a definite plan, a full
description of which is given in this Catalogue. Zunz 5 only
knew of two of these hymns (the second and the third, the
latter of which he hesitatingly ascribes to the author), and
did not detect their intrinsic connexion. Altogether about
two hundred and fifty piyyutim have been recorded in this
Catalogue. Owing to the circumstance that the greater
part of these liturgic compositions are either still unpublished
or inaccessible to scholars, I deemed it advisable to describe
their structure as minutely as possible. The alphabetic
arrangements employed by the paitanim being of various
kinds, it is insufficient to describe them merely as :m or
p"'wn. In many cases the alphabet or the author's name is
so skilfully and intricately worked in as to be baffling at
first sight, especially when the writing is faded and the lines
are continuous and not separated by dots. The hymn of
Samuel the Third, or Fourth (No. 255, 8), may serve as an
illustration of this point. In ascertaining whether apiyyut had
ever been published, I was aided by myfriend, Professor Israel
Davidson, of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America,
who has examined all printed works housed in the Seminary
Library, and given a detailed account of each piyyut and
poem occurring in them. I herewith wish to express my
gratitude to him for his kindness in putting at my disposal his
4 The full name is found in the acrostic of No.
277, 43.

5 Literaturgeschichteder synagogalen Poesie, p. 179, Nos. 42, 43.
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manuscript work which is a veritable Thesaurus of Liturgic
Poetry, supplementing Zunz's Literaturgeschzichte der synagogalen Poesie. Of peculiar interest are also the fragments
of Azharot in Jewish-Arabic (Nos. 264, 265, belonging to
the Adler and Friedenwald Collections, respectively). That
they represent two independent poems is evident from the
different systems of enumerating the 613 precepts which
they presuppose. Another liturgic poem in Jewish-Arabic
is the translation of Judah ha-Levi's famous poem InD,n
(No. 284), which is also known under the title 1'pDn ;It.
On the basis of some fragments it may be asserted that
there was a vast literature, in Jewish-Arabic, on prayer in
its various ramifications, only faint traces of which have
been preserved.
Among the talmudic fragments and the documents,
attention may be drawn to the Arabic original of Hefes
b. Yasliah's Book of Precepts (No. I2T; published,
Philadelphia, 1915); the extracts from the Yerushalmi
(No. 85); the twenty-two parchment leaves of the Aruk
(No. 97) which prove that the author divided his Dictionary
into books and chapters in the manner of Arabic lexicographers: the Arabic translation of Maimonides' Yad
ha-H-azakath (No. 133); the autograph responsum of
Abraham the son of Maimonides (No. I59). Foremost
among the documents is Sa'adya's letter, addressed to his
three pupils in Egypt (No. 332), which was published by
Schechter in his Saadyana, pp. 24-6, and served as a
connecting link in the Ben Meir controversy. This fragment
is part of a codex which probably contained historical
letters or documents relating to this controversy similar
to the compilation of H. J. Bornstein (Warsaw, I904).
Although this document is not the original, it is indisputably
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Sa'adya's, as may be seen from the four lines, in Arabic
script, which were omitted by Schechter. Other documents
that may be cited here are those relating to Masliah
ha-Kohen, Gaon of Egypt in the first half of the twelfth
century (Nos. 342, 343); the legal document drawn up in
the court of Daniel (No. 346); the edict issued by Abraham
the son of Maimonides (No. 347). On the whole, these
documents reveal some interesting details in the inner life
of mediaeval Egyptian Jewry.

BIBLE

(TEXTS, TRANSLATIONS, COMMENTARIES,
GLOSSES, AND GRAMMAR).
1.

Part of a codex of the Pentateuch with masoretic notes.
Gen. 6. 5-7. 3.
First column of recto begins with Damir
(6. 5), and the last
legible words of the second column are [n:n],n n (6. 14). First
column of verso begins with rmbnrl~N (6. i6), and the second

column ends with ilp31l(7. 3).
One parchmentleaf, badly damagedand obliterated,measuring
x
- (= i8.7 x i8.2 cm.). There seems to have been two
7 7 in.
columns to a page, and the numberof lines rangedfrom sixteen
to seventeen to a column. The text is in bold, beautifulsquare
character,vocalized and accented, while the masoreticnotes are
in a smallerhand. [Y. M. H. A.]
2.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch with masoretic notes.
Gen. 10. 14-12. 15.
Fol. I a begins with Dnt-n-nK l (IO. 14); the last legible
is nK '[I] JDp1l (IO. 26); I b begins with [ZIIn'1 (IO. 28),
ends with Irt (II. 6); 2 a continues i b, and the last legible
is l,n ,nWMltt (II. 15); 2b begins with mv'n(ii. I7),
ends with rnpl (II. 29); 3 a continues 2 b, and the last legible

line
and
line

and
line
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W'y (12. 5); 3 b begins with nz$$ (ibid.), and ends with

(I 2.

15).

Three parchment leaves, badly damaged, measuring 8 x 8- in.
(= 20-3 X 20-9 cm.). There are two columns to a page and
seventeen lines to a column, besides several lines of masoretic
notes above and below the text. Bold square character, with
vowel-points and accents. The masoretic notes are in a smaller
hand and unvocalized. [Amram.]

3.
Gen. 14. 24-15.

i8.

The first legible word is Wltn1 (I4. 24). The column ends
with nrtin (I5. i8). There are a few fragmentary lines of the next
column containing 17. 7-I3.
A piece of parchment, badly damaged, forming part of a Scroll
of the Law. A little over a column has been preserved. Size
I 5 x 7- in. (=40 x 19 cm.). Bold square character. [Amram.]

4.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Gen. 27. 7-30. I6.
Fol. i a begins with ,nZKl (27. 7), and the last legible word is
3N, (27. 34); fol. i b begins with'n s (27 37), and the last
legible word is n'riK (28. 12); fol. 2 a begins with Tnan (28. 15),
and the last legible word is [i'nl]vt (29. I8); 2 b begins with nlnN
There are
(29. 23), and last legible word is [*]wl1 (30. I6).
variants in orthography and vocalization. While this codex tends
to scriptio plena, there are examples of defective writing of words
which are plene in our masoretic text. W'n1Dfor nsta (27. 9);
n1:I1 for ':ny: (27. Io); t'4nNfor Tn_ (27. 29); Tn'rl for 'n.nl
(27. 33); in before ;I,N (29. 3) is repeated twice, and there is
a line through ;Tsn; 'ezpt for mpn: (29. 26); iK for K
(30. I).
Two paper leaves, badly damaged, forming the inner sheet of
a fascicle. Size 8- x I3 in. (2- 2.9 x33 cm.). There are three
columns to a page, and there must have been about twenty-six
lines to a column; but the lower part is torn off, and only about
eleven to seventeen lines have been preserved. Large square
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character, vocalized and accented.
in a smaller hand. [Sulzberger.]

Masoretic notes on the margin

5.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Gen. 37. 9-35; 41. 24-50.
Fol. i a begins with nml 'nly (37. 9), and i b ends with 'IN
(37. 35). Some leaves are missing between I b and 2 a. The
latter begins with ylW nr (4I. 24), and 2 b ends with 0Dr (4I. 50).
The vocalization is faulty, and there are some orthographic
for ': (ibid.); PWP for
variants. n.? for ^5n (37. I0);.2
n
"1
^nt for
P'P (37 I4);
(41. 32); KYD- for K^n. (4I. 38);
iniN for lnN

(4I. 4I);

nJIt

for n~S

(4I.

45); Trinr

for ~inr

(41. 48).
Two parchment leaves, badly damaged, forming the outer
sheet of a fascicle. Size 94 x 716 in. (= 24.8 X 20-I cm.). There
are two columns to a page, and twenty-two lines to a column.
Beautiful square character with vowel-points. [Sulzberger.]

6.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Lev. I. 9-17.
Recto begins with r&ly(I. 9), and verso ends with ,n1in1 (i. I7).
While this leaf seems to belong to an accurate codex, the
orthography differs somewhat from that of our Masorah, as rnnr
instead of rnli (i. 9), and H1: instead of HiTl (i. 17).
6 4 cm.).
One paper leaf, measuring 93 x 61 in. (= 248
There are thirteen lines to a page. Bold square character,
vocalized and accented. [Sulzberger.]

7.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Lev. i. 14-3. 3.
Fol. i a begins with :'np1rn (i. 14), and i b ends with ?:W
2 a continues I b, and 2 b ends with ,wyn (2. 7); 3 a
(2. I);
continues 2 b, and 3 b ends with [P]'npn (2. 14); 4 a continues
3 b, and 4 b ends with nlp,n v (3. 3). It is part of a very
carelessly written codex. While the orthography generally agrees
with that of our Masorah, there are numerous mistakes in the
letters. : and 3 are frequently confused. The codex does not
seem to be the work of a professional scribe.
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Four paper leaves, badly damaged, forming the inner sheets
of a fascicle. Size 67 x 5- in. (= 174 x I3 cm.). There are nine
lines to a page. Square character with sporadic vocalization.
[Sulzberger.]
8.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Lev. 1. 40-I2. 7;
3. 26-42.

Fol. ia begins with r1:n (II. 40), and ib ends with I'1n
(12.
7). Some leaves are missing between ib and 2a. The
latter begins with mn' 12t (I3. 26), and 2 b ends with ':1 (13. 42).
There are some orthographic variants and scribal errors. On the
whole, the codex seems to have been carelessly written. J,n for
5n
(II.
42); ;m for pml (ibid.); rnrnDl for ntrtzl (Kere
nsfnRtl, II. 43); Dn'npwil for DnnWIpnml
(II. 44); nintni for
"lnni (II. 47); nwvD for nlwSl (12. 4); :nr for nln (I2. 6);
bilpr for ip:n (12. 7); nnimI for nna -as (I3. 28); last Ni'
(ibid.) and ':Wr,n1'l (I3. 34) are omitted.
Two paper leaves, forming the outer sheet of a fascicle,
measuring 48 X 3- in. (= 124 x 8.8 cm.). Number of lines ranges
from nineteen to twenty-one to a page. Square character.
[Sulzberger.]

9.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Lev. I6. I8-32.
Recto begins with r;nr ,a6 ,tw (Lev. i6. i8), and ends with
n'1WJ nR (I6. 29).
Verso continues recto, and ends with
W1'pn"1:3 (i6. 32).

A parchment leaf, badly mutilated, measuring Io x9- in.
(= 26.8 X 24 cm.) There are two columns to a page, and the
number of lines to a column ranges from nineteen to twenty.
Verso has only half a column of ten lines, the rest of the page
being blank. Beautiful large square character. [Amram.]

10.
Part of the Pentateuch. Lev. 15. 33-I8. i.
The first legible word on column i is rnphl (I5. 33);
it ends with nr,n (I6. 14). The first legible word on column 2
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is nnrDn (I6. 2I); it ends with Wi'1 (i6. 32). The first legible
word on column 3 is inr (I7. io); it ends with nrw (I8. I).
A piece of parchment, which may have been part of a Scroll,
the
as
writing is only on one side. It is badly damaged on
all sides, except the lower part, and contains about two and
a half columns. Size I52 x i8? in. (= 39.3 x 46.3 cm.). Highest
number of lines preserved on a column is twenty-eight. Verso
is blank. Beautiful large square character. [Sulzberger.]

11.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Lev. I6. 3I-I7. 2.
Recto begins with 3nJylW1
i6n(I6. 31), and verso ends with
h m
[l5']WV' '3 3

iN (I 7. 2).

One paper leaf, badly damaged and faded, measuring 6 x 4 in.
(= I6-5 x Ii.8 cm.). There are nine lines to a page. Large
square character, vocalized and accented. [Y. M. H. A.]

12.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch (Hebrew text and Targum).
Lev.

23.

10-20.

The

Hebrew

text and the Targum

are given

alternately, verse by verse.
Recto begins with X'llyi n (Targum of 23. Io), and ends with
ylW (Targum of 23. I5). Verso continues recto, and ends with
VIrp (23.

20).

One parchment leaf, with a piece of paper pasted on the top,
measuring 6 x 47 in. (= I7.1 x 124 cm.). There are seventeen
lines to a page. Square character with a strong tendency to
cursiveness. Vowel-points and accents have been added by a
later hand. [Amram.]

13.

Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Lev. 26. 3-36.
Fol. i a begins with i'nwn (26. 3), and i b ends with :3Y'w
(26. 20); fol. 2 a continues I b, and 2 b ends with nir (26. 36).
A very accurate codex.
Two parchment leaves, badly damaged, forming the inner
sheet of a fascicle. Size 8 x 74 in. (= 20-3 X I9-7 cm.). There
are seventeen lines to a page. Clumsy square character, vocalized
and accented. [Sulzberger.]
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14.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Num. 8. 21-9. 4.
Recto begins with mlin (8. 2I), and verso ends with nwyl
(9. 4). There are a few textual and orthographic variants. Thus
wvnr for 'mn:r
(9. 3); nry:l for Inrn3(ibid.).
One paper leaf, measuring 8x6 6 in. (= 20-9 x 15.8 cm.).
There are ten lines to a page. Bold square character, vocalized
and accented. [Sulzberger.]

15.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Num. 16. 30-17. 4.
Recto begins with niv-52 (I6. 30), and ends with WKt(I6. 35).
Verso continues recto, and ends with nwn:n (I7. 4).
It seems to be part of a very accurate codex.
One parchment leaf, slightly damaged, measuring 61 x 51 in.
(=

I64 x 14 cm.).

Recto has twelve lines of text, beside four lines, in a smaller
hand, of masoretic notes, two above and two below. Verso has
eleven lines of text (there is some space between chapter i6 and 17)!
beside the four lines of masoretic notes. Bold square character,
with vowel-points and accents. [Amram.]

16.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Deut. I. I5-25.
Fol. i a begins with 'tvn lv'1 (i. 15), and ends with 'Wt
(1. 17); ib continues Ia, and ends with DJK1m
(I. 20); fol. 2a
continues I b, and ends with ':11 (i. 22); 2 b continues 2 a, and
ends with ylK,n nlt: (i. 25).
Two paper leaves, forming the inner sheet of a fascicle,
slightly faded. Size 6-x 43 in. (= I5.8 x I cm.). There are
ten lines to a page. Square character with a tendency to cursiveness. [Amram.]

17.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Deut. I. 31-36.
4
Recto begins with KW'"NWl TrI(i. 3I), and verso ends
with %nni sin (i. 36).
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One paper leaf, damaged and faded, measuring 6- x 45 in.
(= 15.7 X
I.8
cm.). There are ten lines to a page. Square
character with a tendency to cursiveness. [Y. M. H. A.]

18.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Deut. 5. I-I4.
Recto begins with I?pl1(5. I), and ends with nIt? (5. 6);
verso continues recto, and ends with C11 (5. I4). Recto is
vocalized, but the vowels are not always the same as in our texts.
Altogether the vowels seem to have been carelessly put in.
A glaring instance is DI!1 (5. I) instead of n .DS. Verso is
entirely without vowel-points, and even the verses are not always
divided. The last few lines are mostly obliterated.
One parchment leaf, measuring 7- x 7 in. (= I8-7 X I7.8 cm.).
There are fourteen lines to a page. Square character. [Adler.]

19.
Part of a codex of the Pentateuch. Deut. 7. 17-19. 6.
Recto begins with nrnn z (7. I7), and verso ends with
=,1r (9. I6).
A piece of parchment, badly damaged, measuring 94 x 9? in.
(= 24.8 X 23-5 cm.). Each side has two columns, and each column
has twenty-nine lines. Oriental square character. [Amram.]

20.
Part of the Book of Joshua. 2I. 6-24. 32.
Fol. i a begins with li'l N:n1 (21. 6), and I b ends with
DnlM'1 (21. 43); fol. 2 a continues i b, and 2 b ends with pin
(22.
25); fol. 3 a continues 2 b, and 3 b ends with t'1nw' jpr?
(24. I); fol. 4 a continues 3 b, and 4 b ends with nlrwy(24. 32).
There are a number of variants, especially in orthography and
vocalization. Some words are missing altogether, while others
have been restored by a later hand. 14pnN for pjynl (21. i6);
nnp for nn? (21. 26); t;l[ for -6[ (Kere 61, 21. 27); nnw).
for ;nny
(ibid.). The second Dnmx':(21. 44) is unvocalized,
mx
nN is apparently crossed out by a line, and on the margin there
is i'r; it is thus evident that the copyist wanted the verse to read
D- ,: n1i,'ijn3 .,D
nK D,^
6 1. ,3 for nn3
fIy
D-n,:3DW=
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30) is missing and is not supplied on the

margin; ':N1 for ,nQM (24. 8); from Ylgw'(24.

1niT(24.
22) to
has
been
omitted
homoioteleuton.
24)
through
Four parchment leaves, badly mutilated, forming the.inner
sheets of a fascicle. Size Io x 8 in. (=254 x 21 -9 cm.). There
are two columns to a page, and twenty-five lines to a column.
Square character, vocalized and accented. [Sulzberger.]
21.
Part of First Book of Kings. I. 29-2. r3; 7. 24-8. ro.
Fol. i a begins with riv ~2v (i. 29), and ends with [nw]p,n
(i. 49); fol. i b continues r a, and ends with [C]lI
(2. 13).
Some leaves are missing between i b and 2 a. Fol. 2 a begins
( 42). The last line
with in[K] (7. 24), and ends with [n:D]
(7.
is burned; fol. 2 b begins with 5y nWm(ibid.), and ends with
[n].3= (8. io). There are also some marginal notes by a later
hand, indicating words omitted in the text and Haftarot. The
edges are damaged.
Two parchment leaves, forming the outer sheet of a fascicle,
measuring io| x io0 in. (= 27 X 27.6 cm.). Each page has three
columns. Number of lines ranges from 25 to 27. Square
character, vocalized and accented. [Friedenwald.]
22.
Part of a biblical codex. 2 Kings 5. 8-r3.
Recto begins with iN'w (5. 8), and verso ends with 91I (5. r3).
There are a few orthographic variants. IND1D:for :1D1D(5. 9);
I^I for imZl3(Kere nmn, 5. 12);
in for tNqn(5. 13).
in. (= 17-1 x r3 cm.). There
x
One paper leaf, measuring
56are twelve lines to a page. Beautiful square character, vocalized
and accented. [Sulzberger.]
23.
Part of a biblical codex. 2 Kings 23. 3-24. 3.
The first legible word in recto is [4-nr]nK (23. 3), and the last
legible words of verso are [iY]o 'Dni, (24. 3).
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There are some masoreticnotes.
A piece of parchment,torn in two, badly damagedand faded.
Size 74 x ii in. (= 19.7 X 27.9 cm.). Each side has three columns.
As the top is torn off, it is impossibleto say how manylines there
were to a column. Bold square character,with vowel-points.
[Amram.]
24.
Part of a codex of Isaiah.

15. I-i8. 4.

Recto begins with nn['n] (last word of Isa. 15. i), and ends
with []n2 :ltnZ 'iif (i6. I4). The first column of verso is
almost entirely damaged, and the first visible word is S'ntw:
(I7. 3); the thirdcolumn ends with%8 (18. 4). The orthography,
while generally accurate,deviates sometimes from our masoretic
text with regard to defective or full writing. Thus nrilp instead
of n5yV(I7. 6). The vocalizationis in some cases curious,and
points to the Oriental origin of the-codex, as, for instance, m.2b.
for nlm! (I7. io). Of peculiar interest is the vocalization:t:.
instead of K::. (I7. II), since the Septuagint renders this word
by Kal (s 7raTr)p.

One parchment leaf, badly mutilated and torn, measuring
iI

X ol in.

(=29.2

x 26.8 cm.).

There are three columns to

a page, and at least twenty-fourlines to a column, apart from a
numberof masoreticnotes on the margins. Beautifullarge square
character; vocalized and accented, probably by a later hand.
[Amram.]
25.
Part of a biblical codex. Zech. I4. 2-II.
Recto begins with n'lnin (I4. 2), and ends with Niln
wmI
with
m,
verso
continues
and
ends
1'Wi1
recto,
(14. II).
(I4. 6);

One paper leaf, slightly faded, measuring7 x 48 in. (= 17.8
x I2.4 cm.). Bold square character,with vowels and accents
added by a later hand. There are eleven lines of text on each
side, besides one or two lines of notes in a smallerhand. There
are also some notes on the margin. [Amram.]
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26.
Psalm 37. 23-37-

Recto begins with t?P (37. 23), and ends with pI' (37. 30);
verso continues recto, and ends with nvrln (37. 37).
Judging by the mode of writing the divine name, this leaf
may have formed part of a prayer-book.
One paper leaf, measuring 6x 5 in. (=6-- 4 x 12-7 cm.).
There are thirteen lines to a page. The words are not evenly
spaced, and the scribe probably intended to give the lines a poetic
appearance. Square character, with vowel-points and accents.
[Amram.]

27.
Part of a biblical codex. Ps. 50. I8-51. 9.
Recto begins with bDwKnD v (50. i8), and ends with 'IKv
(51. 2); verso continues recto, and ends with =tznn (5I. 9).
The vocalization and the orthography slightly differ from our
Masorah. Thus 3D'.^ (50. I8) instead of
.?;
p: (5I. 7)
instead of 7181:; nnltZ (5I. 8) instead of nirn.
A piece of parchment, trimmed on the lower side, although
no words have been cut off. Size 6-5 x 5 in. (=i6 x I2-7 cm.).
Recto has thirteen lines, while verso has eleven. Bold square
character, with vowel-points and accents, probably supplied by
a later hand. [Amram.]

28.
Part of the Book of Psalms.

o06. 5-107.

37;

II8. 29-II9.

86.

Fol. i a begins with 'In[n (Io6. 5). and i b ends with nTWl
(I07. 37). Some leaves are missing between I b and 2 a. The
latter begins with rii,n' (II8. 29), and 2 b ends with tlTniy
(II9. 86). There is a great number of variants in the orthography
and vocalization. There is especially a tendency in this codex to
employ 1 and' as often as possible, although in some cases this
fragment writes defectively words which are written plene in our
Masorah. A few examples may be given here: 'nJqIN for
mnKfor OnlK
(io6. 21);
Tn*5Dw (io6. 7); n1tl~ for nl5i
for
for
0DMn)(io6. 30); n1.
(Io6. 26); Dnm
ny1.! (io6. 40);
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,xyzivfor YDti(107. 33); vYi= for 4viv
o Tlpn' (II9.
rinnrr (II9. I5); 'pp n for
(119. 28); '"1~P'n1 for 1''TiP (II9. 78).

2); ilrnnxl for
23); '=41p for 'nnp

(II9.

Two parchment leaves, badly damaged, forming the outer
sheet of a fascicle. Size I I- 9s in. (=28.2 X 23.8 cm.). There
are twenty-six lines to a page. Beautiful square character;
vocalized and accented, probably by a later hand. [Sulzberger.]

29.
Part of the Book of Psalms. 126. 6-134. 3.
Fol. i a begins with 'lpil (126. 6), and ends with [KWn
(128.
6); fol. I b begins with -W (I29. I), and ends with nl'i
fol. 2 a continues I b, and ends with [i MID"t'(132. 12);
I);
(131.
fol.

2 b continues

and

2 a,

ends

with

}YIN (I34.

3).

The

orthography differs from that of the Masorah. It often inserts
1 and ' as mlatres lectionis, as tnmn' (126. 6), DX'nr (I27. 4), p112
(128. 4), NWlvn(I30. 4).
and Wl= (129. 6).

More important variants are nW' (127. 2)

Some words have been scribbled on top of fol. I b by a
later hand.
Two parchment leaves, measuring 6 x 6 in. (= 7 4 x 15.8 cm.).
Number of lines to a page ranges from eighteen to twenty-one.
Square character. [Adler.]

30.
Part of the Book of Psalms or prayer-book. Psalm I35. 6-I7.
Recto begins with r}:ll (135. 6), and ends with [,1-'1]5l
(I35.

21);

verso continues

recto, and ends with V'in (136. I7).

It is punctuated and accented. But neither the vowels nor the
accents are identical with those of the printed texts. Altogether
the vocalization is peculiar. Dagesh forte is inserted in the first
letter of almost every word. Even N sometimes has a dagesh, as
Y,...t
(I35. 6) and .^B... (I35. II). As a rule scriptio plene is
prevalent in this fragment. Thus '?,'.1 (I35. Io) and T1?'1
Strange vocalizations are
I3).
(I35.5 I2),
_ (I35. 7), il
Dnnr (I35. I4). Through the oversight of the copyist, all the
words between Wt's (I35. 8) and n3"T (I35. 9) are omitted.

(I35.
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One of the lower corners is burned.
One parchment leaf, measuring 6-56 x 5 in. (= i6 x 14-9 cm.).
Number of lines of each page is seventeen. Square character.
[Adler.]

31.
Part of a biblical codex. Prov. 30. 27-31. 9.
Recto begins with 'lS (30. 27), and ends with :" (30. 33);
verso begins with 12['l] (3I. I), and ends with jl4
(31. 9).
There are some masoretic notes on the margin.
One parchment leaf, badly damaged, measuring 6 x 7 in.
(= 6.8x I7.8 cm.). Recto has eight lines, there being extra
space between

30. 28 and 30. 29, while

verso has

Bold square character with vowel-points and accents.

nine

lines.

[Amram.]

32.
Part of a biblical codex. Prov. 31. 20-Job I. I8.
Fol. i a begins with rnil (Prov. 31. 20), and ends the chapter;
fol. I b has a masoretic note belonging to the preceding book, and
then goes on, without a heading: ,rr,n,
(Job i. i); it ends with
:-'1 (I. 5); 2 a continues i b, and ends with nSTn (r. 12);
2 b continues 2 a, and ends with n'l
(i. i8).
The codex to which this fragment belongs must have been
very beautiful, although the vocalization and orthography are not
accurate, that is to say, not in accordance with the Masorah.
Thus WDl,instead of sw, (Prov. 31. 30); rDn'lnirntfor ilmnsK
for w:l (I. 6); ri-T. for 'n..
(Job i. 4); N14m
(i. 8); inr2l for
n.ri (ibid.); 1n._O for ag (i. Io); D5
for w:
(i. 13);
n4nwl for Dnn't (ibid.).
Two parchment leaves, slightly damaged, forming the inner
sheet of a fascicle. Size 6 x 7 in. (= 152 x 7.8 'in.). There
must have been twelve lines to a page; but fol. I a, concluding
a book, only has eleven lines, while I b has ten lines of text and
two of masoretic notes. Bold square character, with vowel-points
and accents. [Amram.]
VOL. XII.
Ff
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33.
Part of a biblical codex. Job 2. 4-3. 26; 7. 8-8. 21.
Fol. i a begins with Dn' (2. 4), and i b ends with [tn] (3. 26).
Some leaves are missing between fol. I b and 2 a. The latter
begins with Ni (7. 8), and the last legible word on this page is
gI; (7. 21), but it no doubt continued to 'xD (8. 7); 2 b begins
This
with 'Z (8. 8), and the last legible word is [n]irnn (8. 2I).
fragment has a number of variants in orthography and vocalization.
'1DtWfor nlW (2. 6); ''lyi for T1f (2. 9); -p1p for i:p (3. 19);
j;WNi for plEn (Kere plt, 8. 8); tP'p for tDFI (8. I4); m:tn for
u'l (8. I6). On the whole, this codex seems to prefer the
scriptio plena.
Two parchment leaves, badly damaged, forming the outer
sheet of a fascicle.

Size 8- x 83 in. (=22-2

x 2I.2

cm.).

There

are two columns to a page, and twenty lines to a column.
Beautiful square character, vocalized and accented. [Sulzberger.]

34.
Part of a biblical codex. Canticles 2. 13-3. 3; 4. 6-I4.
Fol. i a begins with rMnn (2. 13), and i b ends with DDi'rn
(3. 3). Some leaves are missing between fol. i b and 2 a. The
latter begins with iKN(4. 6), and 2 b ends with nrl^S (4. 14).
There are some variants in orthography. '] for ':5 (Kere '1,
for rnunnl' (3. 2);
2. I3); Wltyv for 5'yV (2. I5): nln'nil
nzn, for -lon (4. 6); inIn for r5nin (ibid.); nng for 'nnl

(Kere nn1K, 4. 9); mUIfor 'nt (4. io); 'innev for 'mrinev
(4. II).

Two parchment leaves, forming the outer sheet of a fascicle.
Size 4- x 31 in. (= 104 x 8.8 cm.). There are ten lines to a page.
Square character, vocalized and accented. [Sulzberger.]

35.
Part of a biblical codex with masoretic notes. Cant. 3. 6-4. I 2.
Recto begins with :n-rrtn (3. 6), and ends with 'nlnmav
(4. 3); verso continues recto, and ends with p (4. I2).
On the upper margin of verso the word Dn3 was added by
a later hand.
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A piece of parchment, badly damaged, measuring 123 x I in.
(= 32.4x 279 cm.). Each page has two columns, and each
column has seventeen lines. Large square character, with vowelpoints and accents. [Amram.]

36.
Part of the Book of Esther. 2. I3-I6.
Recto begins with [1W]t"' nK (2. 13), and ends with m: an
(2. I4); verso begins with n'nx (2. 15), and ends with $ y:W
There are some variants in orthography and vocalization.
(2. 16).
:.pm (2. 14); M'n
(ibid.); w'nrwn instead of Wlnmlt (2. i6);

n'T^n (ibid.).
A piece of parchment, forming lower half of a page. A little
over five lines to a page have been preserved; but judging from
the missing words between recto and verso, one may assume that
there were about eight or nine lines to a page. Size 53 x 3- in.
(=13.6 x 8-4 cm.). Bold square character; vocalized and accented probably by a later hand. [Lederer.]

37.
Part of the Haftarah for the first day of Passover.

Joshua

5. 2-11.

Recto is headed vWvntanD
iv =[Kn nl' nnmun], which is
followed by Joshua 5. 2-I ; both the Hebrew text and the
Targum are given alternately, verse by verse. The vowel-points
of the Hebrew text seem to have been supplied by a later hand.
(
It is very inaccurate.
2) is omitted, and in verse 3
(5.

it is 'nrl instead of vny.

So also 1^rn(5. 5) instead of ,Sn.

A piece of parchment, badly damaged, measuring 8? x 6A in.
(=21I6 x 171I cm.). Recto has nineteen lines besides the heading,
while verso has twenty-one lines. Square character. [Amram.]

38.
Part of a collection of Haftarot.
Recto begins with -nn Znin :1a (Jonah 4. 8) to the end of the
chapter. This is obviously for the Day of Atonement. This is
followed by Micah 7.

18-20.

Then comes the heading SW ilWPKN
Ff2
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4I6

y
:3 w: 'liE
n o1Dwhich is followed by Zech. 13. 9-14. 2.
nwtrn
The last word of verso is ,rnn1n5.
One paper leaf, faded, measuring 7 x 51 in. (= 17.8 x 13.2 cm.).

There are eleven lines to a page besides some masoretic notes.
Bold squarecharacterwith vowel-pointsand accents. [Amram.]
39.
of
Partof a collection Haftarot,Hebrew,and Aramaicalternating
verse after verse.
Recto begins with nnNrn (Mic. 7. 9I), which belongs to the

Haftarah of the afternoon service of the Day of Atonement.
The conclusion of this Haftarahis followed by the Haftarahof
the first day of Tabernacles
'lvW ^n' ,nID 5V TWvi.
Ins:nm (Zech. I3. 9), and
14. 6). Verso continues

(Zech. I3. 9-I4. 2 ), which is headed
The first word of this Haftarah is
this page ends with ,rin (Targum of
recto,- and ends with nrl:,rn- r,nm

(I4. i6).
One paper leaf, measuring II X 7-- in. (=29-5 x I8.9 cm.).
There are thirty-two lines to a page. Square character with a
tendency to cursivenesss. Vocalized and accented, the Hebrew
text in the Tiberian system, and the Aramaic Targum in the
Babylonian. [YM. H. A.]

40.
Part of Targum of Leviticus.

4. 10-5.

2; 7. I6-8.

Io.

First legible word on fol. I a is [n]rnn (4. io); this page ends
with np5l (4. 25). First legible word on fol. i b is Nn5I' (last
word); this page ends with ,nD: (5. 2). Some leaves are missing
between fol. i b and fol. 2 a. The first legible word on the latter
is :'[p?] (7. i6); it ends with K'VWlp(7. 29), corrected by a later
hand into 'nl'iWjp. First legible word on fol. 2 b is ,inl (7. 31).
Next line is ~ (7. 34), and it is obvious that all the words between
N:nT' (7.32 and that of 7.33) have been omitted byhomoioteleuton.
These words are added on the margin. It ends with [,n]D
(8. io).

It is vocalized by a later hand, and has a number of marginal
notes, chiefly corrections.
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The upper part is burned.
This fragment belongs to the same fascicle as No. 41.
Two parchment leaves, forming the outer sheet of a fascicle,
Number of lines of
measuring 9-6x 9 in. (=
23
235 cm.).
each page is twenty-two. Square character. [Friedenwald.]

41.
Part of Targum of Leviticus. 5. 3-7. 15.
First legible word on fol. i a is m,nnID = ,rnzniD (5. 3); this
First legible word on fol. I b is
page ends with nrl (5. i6).
p'lnt (ibid.); this page ends with Nnnn: (6. 3). First legible
word on fol. 2 a is VN[,n] (6. 5); this page ends with nt'wi
(6. I9).

First legible

word on fol. 2b

is tn (6. 21);

this page

ends with n4'nI:l (7. I5).
It is vocalized by a later hand, and has marginal notes, chiefly
corrections. Some words and even verses are omitted in the text
and are added on the margin. These omissions are usually
through homoioteleuton.
The upper part is burned.
These leaves are to be inserted between those of No. 40.
Two parchment leaves, forming the inner sheet of a fascicle,
Number of lines of
measuring 9116 x 9- in. (= 23X 23-5 cm.).
each page is twenty-three. Square character. [Friedenwald.]

42.
Part of a sort of compendium of the Pentateuch containing
the first three and last three verses of every Sidrah. Gen.
23.

2-28.

13.

Fol. I a begins with nnrI (23. 2), and ends with nnr (25. 17);
Fol. 2 a
fol. i b continues i a, and ends with M,npy (25. 21).
i
with
and
ends
28.
Rn=(= -xNr,
continues b,
Ir); fol. 2b

continues 2 a, and ends with y ::1 (28. 13). There are many
scribal errors: WmK Ni for ,,. i (25. 20); K "nynl for i, ,,.
(25. 2i); :1KNfor )':I (28. 7); ':1N for N::l (28. II).
Two paper leaves, forming the inner sheet of a fascicle,
measuring 48 x 32 in. (= 2.4 x 8.8 cm.). There are twelve lines
to a page, except fol. 2 b which has only six, the rest of the page
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being blank.
[Sulzberger.]

W': is marked on the margin.

Square character.

43.
Part of a Jewish-Arabic translation of the Pentateuch (not
Sa'adya's). This fragment covers Gen. 8. 11-9. 26. Each verse
begins with the Hebrew word. Over every Arabic word is written
its Hebrew equivalent in a very small cursive hand.
Recto begins with ,nNnn (,rnV', 8. ii), and ends with niS
9. 6); verso continues recto, and ends with D,nl (1?i,
(,n1,'
9. 26).

One paper leaf, badly damaged in the middle, measuring
There are twenty-seven lines to a
29.2 X 19 cm.).
character
with a strong tendency to
Oriental
square
page.
cursiveness. [Amram.]
1r X 7? in. (=

44.
Part of a Jewish-Arabic translation of the Pentateuch. Gen.
24. 58-25. I7. Each verse begins with the first Hebrew word.
The first legible word is lrtm (24. 58), and the last is N= (25. 17).
Possibly Sa'adya's translation; but no conclusive evidence can be
The variants from the printed text of Sa'adya's
adduced.
translation, though mostly insignificant, are sufficiently numerous
to make one hesitate to decide definitely about the authorship.
1.M = : 1lni (24. 60); S. 1iSN1:A. n3jpO; S. Dt3p (24. 64).
mnNSi = an4Smn; so S.; the Beyrout translation has more
correctly lr.JI1 (25. 6). NDyK; so Beyrout translation; S. :n1
(ibid.).
A narrow and long strip of parchment, badly mutilated, written
closely on one side. Size 19 X 32 in. (= 48.I x 8.8 cm.). Recto
has seventy-nine lines, while verso is blank. Square character
with a tendency to cursiveness. [Sulzberger.]

45.
Part of a translation of Exodus in vulgar Jewish-Arabic, with
notes. 38. 21-39. IO.
Recto begins with mnl,wiS ZD3 = nl-'n pD,n (38. 21), and
continues to the end of 38. 24. Then follows a note on the value
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The opinion that it is a 'it3~p is refuted. Verso is
scarcely legible. It begins with oD[ll = m1n3(39. 3 c), and ends
with [5]YS = rnln (39. IO).
The translation is as a rule paraphrastic. Nevertheless the
translator desired to express every Hebrew word. Thus nm is
consistently rendered by WN. Every verse begins with the
Hebrew word.
One parchment leaf. All the four sides have been trimmed,
Size 10o x 34 in. (= 26
and none of the lines is complete.
number
of
lines
now
is twenty-nine to a page.
The
x 9-5 cm.).
of n:'.

Square character.

[Adler.]

46.
Part of Sa'adya's translation of the Pentateuch. Lev. 26. 34-44.
Recto begins with 1l "' (26. 34), and ends with lriKt'K
t<YK
(26. 39); verso continues recto, and ends with r;1 ln
Hebrew
first
word.
with
the
verse
begins
(26. 44). Every
'1nKi
There are some minor variants. Thus C' l3 'p,IIfor vD1 lp,Ill
(26. 36); IDrw for nyW'3' (26. 39); the first part of verse 42 has
been omitted by mistake.
ad faded,
tn and
One paper leaf, torn
measuring 6- x 4 in. (= 155
,
x Io.r cm.). There are thirteen lines to a page. Oriental square
character with a tendency to cursiveness. [Amram.]

47.
Part of a Jewish-Arabic translation and commentary of Genesis.
31, 50-32. 3. Each verse begins with one or more Hebrew words
of the text, which are followed by the Arabic translation. After
every paragraph the author discusses exegetical and grammatical
problems.
Fol. I a begins with a note on the word nryn (31. 50) which
is explained in accordance with Sa'adya's translation. Of 31. 50-53
the translation is missing; but the commentary tallies with
Sa'adya's translation, as may be seen from ,n2n and from the
b
which Sa'adya renders 3vil iDtN.
insertion of 4n3: after W (ibid.),
Of verses 31. 54-32. 3 we have only the translation, the fragment
breaking off just when the author begins to discuss that paragraph.
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This fragment offers many variants from Sa'adya's translation,
as 1?: 2:n'wfor tnyto 1I:K ?r (31. 54); ,4n:
N for ,nyilwrn
(32.
I); rpii' for nnmiia
(32. 2).
Two paper leaves, badly damaged, forming the inner sheet of
a fascicle. Size 73 x 5 in. (= 18-7 x I4 cm.). The number
of lines ranges from twenty to twenty-one to a page. Oriental
square character with a strong tendency to cursiveness. [Amram.]

48.
Part of an Arabic translation and commentary of
chapters iI and

2

Samuel,

12.

Fol. i a begins with the Hebrew of Ii. 23, which is rendered
into Arabic; then follows the Hebrew and Arabic of verse 24,
after which is a long note covering the rest of fol. I. Some leaves
are missing between I b and 2 a. The latter comments upon the
exact force of mtp3 (12. 3) and nnpM

rn,

(12.

4), while 2 b has

a long discussion on David's action in connexion with Bath-sheba.
It was obviously the author's system to give the Hebrew text
and Arabic translation alternately, verse by verse, and then
comment on the entire paragraph.
Two paper leaves, badly damaged and faded, forming the
outer sheet of a fascicle. Size 8 x6 in. (= 21.6 x I52 cm.).
There are nineteen lines to a page. Oriental square character
with a strong tendency to cursiveness; the Hebrew words are in
a bold square hand, with vowel-points and accents. [Amram.]

49.
Part of aJewish-Arabic translation and commentary ofJeremiah.
About a half of every verse of the Hebrew text is first given which
is followed by a literal translation. The exposition of the text is
placed after the paragraph has been completed.
Fol. i a begins with note on Jer. 4. 20 b, and ends with notes
on 4. 22; fol. I b continues I a, and ends with general notes on
Some leaves are missing between fol. x b and 2 a.
4. 20-26.
The latter begins with notes on 4. 31, and ends with notes on
5. I, 2; fol. 2 b continues these notes at length.
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(4. 23) is rendered by nr:l1 ,nn, while Sa'adya's
translation of this phrase (Gen. i. 2) is inrmnDl
Our
l
nDa.
author confuses biblical verses. Thus in commenting on Jer.
4. 30, 31, he attributes the words nnrsl wt =nnw (Zach. 5. 9) to
Ezekiel; doubtlessly he had in mind nnN nK nl:in ntW Wnu
(Ezek. 23. 2).
Similarly, he confuses and combines (while
V iM l'n

commenting

on Jer. 5. i,

2)

Hos.

12.

8 with

Amos

8. 5 b.

In translating Jer. 5. I, he omits the words rty 1innn Dt.
Comp. LXX.
Diacritical points are seldom used, and there is no consistency
about this usage. The divine Name is written thus 1'. The
orthography of the Arabic words is as a rule classical. But fol. 2 a
has lDDn^ for ?gl.
Two paper leaves, measuring 71 x 5- in. (= 195 X I4 cm.).
The number of lines to a page ranges between nineteen and
twenty. Square character. [Adler.]

50.
Part of an Arabic translation of and commentary on the Book
of Job. 3I. 12-40.
At the beginning of every verse one or two
words of the Hebrew text are given; then follows the translation of
all the verse. The annotations were obviously placed at the end
of each speech, regardless of chapter, for after the translation of
chapter 31 we have notes on chapter 29.
Fol. I a begins with ym = ~3'1 (3I. i2 b), and ends with
niK. = snt (3I. 25 b); fol. i b continues i a, and ends with
' = 5IV (31. 36
a). Fol. 2 was a narrow strip when the copyist
wrote on it, as no words are cut off. 2 a continues i b, and ends
with 5i1 = nnni (3I. 40). Fol. 2 b continues 2 a, and completes
chapter

31.

Then

follows

a note

to w-n

LtN 1'11n

(29.

3).

This page ends with the beginning of a note, perhaps,
on 30. I.
This translation is to all intents and purposes identical with
that of Sa'adya's. It is true, we have a number of variants, but
the bulk of them are quite insignificant, and are due to different
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systems of orthography, like t.K'5. (3I. 28) where Sa'adya has
,=~=5, and nn:DD (3I. 34), S. nrOD. Other variants are due to
an inadequate knowledge of grammar, like rtit (3I. 26); S. Ktl.
Some variants are errors of the
(31. 27); S. KiKiM.
S.
as
P94 . ,N
(31. 33); S. ,,tD-.
PpVit5 (3I. 32);
copyists,

^5:q

Bacher in his edition of Sa'adya's translation and commentary on
Job quotes some variants which agree with our fragment, as
'nniwS (31. I5); S. inKI. K^nnD, (31. I8); S. KtnrmX.
The commentary presents a greater problem. The words
commented upon and the opinions expressed are identical in our
fragment with those of Sa'adya's; but the position in which the
notes are placed, and the language employed, are entirely different.
In Sa'adya, as printed by Bacher, the notes are placed at the end
of every paragraph, while in our fragment they are at the end of
the speech which, in this case, extends over three chapters.
In order to illustrate the difference of style in the notes, I give
the two texts in parallel columns:
Sa adya.

Fragment.
lwn iD 1nlSN

D'^L;^D3 nDn3
?Dnnn
rwnnnl
:
i:

nSnphne
Poa
z1' m1'5

w
Mn
'W tyn4

n
n
',D I mni
nhne
"s n'
iS:W
i hn
nnw
sa
i:
nI'')
:irnl [n4^tN fKMD]
(U"i 2" IK
.1tini ;sC:n('Vn 3" Y"w)

'n'

nnw
W ''

95 it;n.

It is well known that Sa'adya wrote more than one recension of
his commentary, and our fragment may represent one of those.
(See Bacher, p. ix). It is also possible that one of Sa'adya's
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pupils wrote down in his own language that which he heard from
his teacher.
The orthography was intended to be classical. Diacritical
points are placed only over n and Y.
One and a half parchment leaves. With the exception of the
last page, the number of lines on each page is seventeen.
The complete leaf measures 6%1x 57 in. (= i6-6 x 14-9 cm.),
while the half is 6-f x 24 in. (=I6.6 x 7 cm.). Square character.
[Adler.]

51.
Part of Ibn Ezra's commentary on Genesis. 8. 5-2 I.
Recto begins with ',nHi (8. 5), and last legible words are
tilnl n[W] (8. II); verso begins with ilnn rmn ,z (8. I3), and
last legible words are [jp]'5 mn[,,nr] (8. 2 ).
This fragment belongs to the same fascicle as Nos. 52, 53.
A piece of paper, other half of No. 52. Size 44x34
in.
x 9-5 cm.). Fourteen lines have been preserved on each
(=2
side. Rabbinic cursive hand. [Amram.]

52.
Part of Ibn Ezra's commentary on Genesis. 8. 5-21.
Recto begins with nW: ,n[r[n,n] (8. 5), and the last legible
words are ,nl g13 n,n (8. II); verso begins with fi,n 5I (8. 13),
and last legible words are gpw u,jn(8. 2I).
This fragment belongs to the same fascicle as Nos. 51, 53.
A piece of paper, torn on all sides; other half of No. 51.
Size 44 X 34 in. (= I2 X 95 cm.). Fourteen lines have been
preserved on each side. Rabbinic cursive hand. [Amram.]

53.
Part of Ibn Ezra's commentary on Genesis. I . 28-12. 8.
Recto begins with Dnw ,n lPy -IN p:n1 (II. 28), and ends
with NtvKWWyl1 nwrn ,n':,
(I . 31); verso begins with
Y

D5'ni

(I2.

5), and ends with [Div]3

D,niwl DnmStrN(I2.

8).

It belongs to the same fascicle as Nos. 5I and 52.
One paper leaf, badly damaged and lower part torn off.
Size 43x 53 in. (=1 2 X I46 cm.). Fourteen lines have been
preserved on each page. Rabbinic cursive hand. [Amram.]
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54.
Part of Rashi's commentary on Genesis. 41. 8-23.
Recto begins with ,in-iminn2z1 (4I. 8, repeated twice), and
verso ends with p'p? ;m inn- (4I. 23).

e
n
Important variants. Thus in verse 41. 13: De: :na

: rn

'D W"lahTn'I ;'W Di 'wiD,
n 1, 'D w1'p K1 Cp MIpCn *nn
n1
mi3
nyn m:sw 10:

nw'0

^
tz nya inn w1,9 nw
,-OOT

n Kin

n yvnn
Verse 4I. i6: lynn iniN 'nt~ Di 1n i':n i'ln
ni?
.
Recto has senteen,
ycmn C. Rabbinic
charac1r.
(^y5 11X 09
a ndverso sixteen l ines. [U. P.nn
in mn ^ewih Arabi Dn "the Boos ro
art of commentary,

nQn?lnw

55anni

N-',,"

l:vpIn

mD

n^W

nK

lmr

lrll

nrlinn

in.
One paper leaf, slightly damaged, measuring 6rw4Recto
has
character.
Rabbinic
x
seventeen,
(= 155 io-9 cm.).
and verso sixteen lines. [U. P.]
; 2 Sam. 2. 4-3.
6. The
noSamuel. r Sam. 25. 3027.

55.
Part of commentary, in Jewish-Arabic, on the Books of
Samuel.

I Sam.

25. 30-27.

Io0;

2 Sam.

I2.

I4-I3.

6.

The

notes are rather long, though not many passages or words are
commented upon.
Fol. i a begins with r'v1 ' rnwy, : ,,^rr (i Sam. 25. 30), and
has notes on ID3lU 1n'1 (25. 33); :.2n') 'tK (ibid.); [5NNKNn'n31
r : (26.- 7);
(25. 44);
n:1 rn
lni
(25. 39); '/21 ?in2 [rt
i
b has notes on 'i:i nenni= Is (26. io);
/1:1 1:N Mnrl (26. 8).
i RV n (26- I5); "11 nrDn ,r nS
,'ii nn 'D (26. 14);j 1'R
'z 9,rI '~Iv: (26. 20);
nrnDene
'1i
,?', ,1,
(ibid.);
(26. I9);
'1Z1 (26. 23); rnuvD Itc (27. 10). Some leaves are missing
between i b and 2 a. The latter has notes on '1:1 rs ', DaN
i (I2. 17); n,wnn
(I2. I5); '11 n'112
(2 Sam. 12. 14); -tW'
(12. I9); 'n ('in '1): (12. 22); '11 nibd. ns np,i (12. 30);
1'1

n'ino: et", (I2.

31);

'1z1

1In VI-n (13. 4); nln1?: (I3. 6).

,:l4nl

(ibid.); '13:1 qSI

(13.

2);
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A characteristic note of this author may be given here:
Tnh

motl
ah i 1u b

rtog

t few
nlss
te an
d'irticn

D

The orthography is mostly classical, but there are few diacritical
points. A Tashdid is written over wioDnn which is the translation
of nr

rvn.n (2 Sam. 12. 19).

Two paper leaves, slightly faded, forming the outer sheet of
a fascicle, measuring 74 x 58 in. (= 185 x I3.6 cm.).
There
to
a
are twenty-one lines
page. Oriental square character with
a strong tendency to cursiveness; the Hebrew words commented
upon are in bold square hand, with vowel-points, but other Hebrew
words are in the same character as the Arabic.. [Cobern].

56.
Part of Rashi's commentary on Proverbs. i8. 4-22. 4.
Fol. I a begins with p15rV W i: (18. 4), and i b ends with
,"'pn

(I9.

29);

a few lines are torn off at the top of 2 a, which

begins with n^:n (20. 5), and 2 b ends with 1l_'6n D='rn (22. 4).
This fragment has important variants, as 'lnna for lw'mb
(20.

8).

Two parchment leaves, badly damaged, forming the inner
sheet of a fascicle. The upper part is entirely torn off. Size
Each page has two columns,
ixi x 6- in. (= 29-2 X 15.5 cm.).
and there must have been more than thirty lines to a page.
Rabbinic cursive character. [Amram.]

57.
Part of Kimhi's kabbalistic commentary on Ezekiel.

I. 21, 22;

I. 24, 25.

Foi. i a begins with ivn 1'- IywnV nl,w:nn,ml (I. 21), and
Two leaves are missing
i b ends with '8tn
nl, 't1K: (I. 22).

a. The latter begins with nnr:l 1ip(i. 24),
e
and 2 b ends with -:= ,r:fl ~y s'P1
t,'Nz_
(i.
25).
There are some interesting variants. Thus verse 22 has i~W1n
'Wit (instead of 0D: tlln). Verse 25 has
(instead of [il'r);
:r:3n (instead of nzmi).
between fol.

i

b and

2
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Two paper leaves, forming the outer sheet of a fascicle,

measuring 5 x4 in. (= I3 3XIO.1

cm.). Thirteen lines to a

page. Rabbinic hand, but each verse begins with bold square
character. [U. P.]

58.
Beginning of an Arabic commentary on Psalms, which is
much briefer than Sa'adya's. It is headed 'ln:w wrvn 13':
ln
The first few words of each verse are quoted and
,nimw'.
then commented upon; but no translation is given. This leaf
covers the greater part of the first two psalms.
One paper leaf, badly damaged and faded, measuring
6- x 4-5 in. (= I5.5 x Io-9 cm.). There are fifteen lines to a page.
Oriental cursive character. [Amram.]

59.
Part of an Arabic commentary on Psalms. 105. 2I-io6. 3.
Fol. i a begins with notes on Wrli (io5. 2I), and ends with
'lIpT (105. 22); fol. Ib continues i a, and ends with notes to
1DV D'1 (105. 24). Some leaves are missing between fol. i b

and

2

a.

Psalm Io6.

The latter begins with a general introduction to
It discusses its contents, and explains why this

Psalm which contains a sketch of Jewish historyis prefacedand
io6t
appendedby versesof prayer. It also points out that
(io6. 4)
refersto the psalmistpersonally,whereasl'WVln ( 06. 47) is for the
nation in general. This page ends with notes on io6. i, in which
the usage of the words denoting praise, thanks,&c.,is explained.
Fol. 2 b continues 2 a, and ends with notes on npl (I06. 3).

A few characteristicsentencesof this writermaybe mentioned.
In explaining that tRWn(105. 23) refers to all the tribes, while
Ts nri.n) ;x:1
by nps' Jacob alone is meant, he remarks: rps 'I
4.mK.()
DN
'3
i^n
sln 81X1
~K
ptK 'Ip (Jacob) 4zbN ,t
N* 9piIU 4K n'18 n1<niKO
ivp) m^ N^ i>n ;= YPKn^pm

The orthographyof Arabic words is not consistent. There
seems to be an attemptto followthe classicalforms. But spellings
like Snn- = ,.xJ are not infrequent. Then a short u is often
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representedby 1, as '-T= J1.
Similarly X is used for a and
cases are less frequentthan those of 1 for z,
as rmnn,S and lnD1a6.
Diacriticalpoints are only placed on t and Y.

F for 2, though these

On fol. 2 a there is a marginal note suggesting a different

explanationfrom that given in the text.
Two parchmentleaves, forming the outer sheet of a fascicle,
measuringiI x 611 in. (= 27-9x I7 cm.). The number of lines
ranges between twenty-seven and twenty-eight on each page.
Squarecharacter. [Adler.]
60.
Part of an allegorical commentary, in Jewish-Arabic,on
Song of Songs. 2. I-II;

5. 7-I4.

Not all verses are commented

upon. The Hebrew words are usually in a larger characterand
vocalized,three dots (") being put on each word.
Some leaves are missing between fol. I b and 2 a.
Two paper leaves, forming the outer sheet of a fascicle,
slightly obliterated. Size 6 x 5 (= 7-4 x I3 cm.) Number of
lines ranges from fifteen to sixteen to a page. Oriental cursive
hand. [U. P.]
61.
Gersonides'
of
Part
commentary on the Five Megillot.
Canticles8. 4-Ruth.
Fol. i a begins with Canticles 8. 4, and I b ends with 8. 7.
Some leaves are missing between fol. i b and 2 a. The latter
begins with the middle of the ninth nl[vn on Ruth, and 2 b ends
with the sixteenth nilyln, which is the last. This is followed by
a note (missing in the K6nigsberg edition) to the effect that the
commentaryon Ruth (or the preface)was completed on the new
moon of Nisan in the year 89 (= 1329).

Two paper leaves, slightly damaged, formingthe outer sheet
of a fascicle.

io2X 75 in. (26.6

x 19-3 cm.).

The number of

lines rangesfrom twenty-threeto twenty-nineto a page. Cursive
rabbinic character. The verses of the text are in a largerhand
and are vocalizedand accented. [Amram.]
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62.
Part of a Jewish-Arabic commentary on the Book of Daniel.
The writing of fol. I does not seem to be the same as that of
fol. 2. The subject-matter of fol. i is rather puzzling. On fol. I a
the writer expatiates on the attributes and praises of God. This is
continued till fol. i b, line 3, where the paragraph ends with the
nxq (Isa. 66. 2).
words '" ~ D=S r, i: 1,rlrVnnwyr ~V nt
Then follows a short paragraph which may be a note to Cant. I. 3.
It begins with 'p'nt
?w,'t,and is followed by quotations from
Exod. 3. i6; 4. I; 4. 29, 30, 3I. The writer probably wished
to point out that Moses had underrated the faith of the Israelites.
The lower half of this page is blank. Some leaves are missing
between fol. i b and fol. 2 a. Fol. 2 a is in the midst of a
discussion on the Messianic periods, and the writer explains that
there are ten periods. It discusses the Maccabean period which'
is apparently the seventh. Various passages referring to Hanukkah
are quoted from the Book of Maccabees in Aramaic and from the
Talmud, as Shabbat 2r b, &c. This lengthy discussion was
evidently occasioned by Wnyn ,ppi (Dan. II. 13). The usage
and meaning of the word rp are also explained, and as illustrations
., .[nrnl
yp n-'I n15n [z (Psalm I19. 96), nxp ip
(Isa. 2. 7),
and other passages are quoted. This long note continues till the
middle of fol. 2 b. Then follow short notes on 1'3 =il (Dan.
II. I7), 1n iv nzli (ibid., 11. 20), and a few other verses. This
1.n3 Nli (ibid., I. 2 ).
11,1
page ends with a note on nl':i nn
These verses are explained as referring to the Muhammedan
period.
Fol. i may be the introduction to this commentary. But the
intrusion of the note in Cant. I. 3 and the difference in the
writing make it probable that this leaf served as a cover, and was
originally blank, and a later scribe jotted down some passages
from other books.
Two parchment leaves, forming the outer sheet of a fascicle,
measuring 7- x 53 in. (= I8.I x I4.6 cm.). Fol. I a has twelve
lines to a page (the lower half of i b is blank); fol. 2 has
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thirty-three lines on each page. Square character with a slight
tendency to cursiveness. [Adler.]

63.
Probably part of an Arabic commentary on the Haftarot.
The style is that of Sa'adya, and the notes may have been
excerpted from his commentaries. There are lengthy notes on
Hos. I4. ro and Mic. 7. I8 (Haftarah for Sabbath Shubah).
These notes cover fol. i a and i b. Some leaves are missing
between fol. i b and 2 a. The latter deals with 2 Sam. 22. I, 2
(= Ps. i8. I, 2). The Hebrew quotations are vocalized and
accented.
Two paper leaves, badly damaged in the upper part, forming
the outer sheet of a fascicle. Size o1 x 7- in. (=25-4 X r184 cm.).
There are twenty-four lines to a page. Oriental cursive character;
the Hebrew words commented upon are in a large square hand.
[Amram.]

64.

The beginning of a homily, in Aramaic, on Ezek. i. I.
Recto is blank, except for a few letters of the alphabet,
written probably by a boy. Verso is headed mrWbWW1 '1 Dnl'ln,
and has thirty-three lines in irregular square character.
One parchment leaf, measuring 8 x 5 in. (= 20.3 x r4.6 cm.).
[Sulzberger.]

65.

Part of a free rendering, in vulgar Jewish-Arabic, of Daniel.
Every verse begins with the first Aramaic word of the text,
but not all verses are translated.
Fol. I a begins with :3n: ,nl'l
,ni, the third word repreDan.
The
next
4.
34.
senting
paragraph is headed n'vtw nvrp
(= A.), and the narrative continues till fol. 2 a. The next
paragraph is headed trinn wr., n'p, and the story continues as
far as wq tpiN, which is probably Dan. 6. 7.
Two paper leaves, badly damaged, measuring 7 5x6" in.
cm.). Number of lines ranges from fifteen to
(= I9.3xi6.4
eighteen to a page. Square character with a tendency to cursiveness. [Sulzberger.]
VOL. XII.
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66.
Part of a halakic commentary on the Pentateuch. These
leaves deal with the section Emor. Each leaf is headed
W111Z111
5ti nvDt 'I7D.

Two paper leaves, measuring8- x 61 in. (= 21.6 X 15.5 cm.).
Numberof lines ranges from thirty-oneto thirty-fourto a page.
Late Orientalcursivecharacter. [Amram.]
67.
Part of a Jewish-Arabiclexicon of the Bible in the same style
as Ibn Janah's Usul.
Fol. i has the root mN (incomplete). Fol. 2 has the root 'nN
(also incomplete).
Some leaves are missingbetween folios I and 2.
Two paper leaves, damaged, forming the outer sheet of a
fascicle.

Size 64 x 4A- in. (= I7.1 X 10.9 cm.).

There are

seventeen lines to a page. Square characterwith a tendency to
cursiveness. [U. P.]
68.

Part of a Hebrew-Arabicglossaryto First Book of Kings.
Fol. i a begins with w':nn whichis renderedby nKbl = .h?
(5. 3), and ends with sl[n which is renderedby 1'n = -\j(6. 4);
fol. i b begins with wD'lvprenderedby nyii n,l'tn (ibid.), and
ends with "WltI1rendered by

,nDn = ,~.s

(6. I8).

Fol. 2 a

continues i b. It begins with ,YYrendered by InTtl,.'l (ibid.),
and ends with 'Il (7. 6). The renderingof this word is entirely
obliterated,and no trace whatsoeveris left. It might have been
omitted by the scribe. Fol. 2 b begins with nrip) rendered by
;n~',,npl

(7. 9,, and ends with 'vfl

rendered by 'nin

(7. 29).

Althoughthe Hebrew words,with a few exceptionslike nlmp),
are spelled in accordancewith our Masorah, the orthographyof
the Arabic words is phonetic. Thus ,; is sometimes confused
with r, as ONKT(i Kings 5. 3). i and u are usuallyindicated by
and 1. respectively,as may be seen fromthe wordsquoted above.
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In some cases, where double renderings are given, the Hebrew
word is repeated twice, as

n rmin?' nvnl(5.

28).

Some of the renderings are interesting, as nlh'p (7. 9) is taken
to mean 'heavy' in the Aramaic sense. See Rashi.
Two parchment leaves, measuring 5?x5?
in. (= I3.7
X 14.8 cm.). There are sixteen lines on each page. Square
character. [Adler.]

69.
A compilation of Hebrew words occurring in the Bible.
Each word is accompanied by the biblical expression in which it
is found.
One paper leaf, badly damaged and faded, measuring 7 X 7 in.
There are two columns to a page and
(= 20 X I7.8 cm.).
to
lines
a
column.
twenty-two
Square character. [Amram.]

70.
Part of a treatise, in Jewish-Arabic, on the usage of certain
Hebrew expressions.
Fol. I a begins with a discussion of the usage of the expression
nrnpp, which, the author says, is employed in three ways: (i) in
connexion with obedience to God; (2) disobedience to God;
(3) in connexion with an act which involves neither obedience
nor disobedience (,ny1r * n r n~n
:lm 5n j 4 nn,p$tq b $17p1
n,yu KN Im. K n ,i l r4tn n5 nsn
n
;iK NDrn14i nSt
Numerous
for
each
case are given, and
,1gI K'1.
examples
rabbinic passages are extensively quoted. The author refers to
nn-wt ,e i:vn; nm'n 'nl
Sa'adya: '5 inp nzloD ntnI5 ,nis
n^
131
nli
n 4D 11bi
n
nTD11
n,^in
y1o
vp N* inNnn bii m
p
i
1.
At
the
i
end
of
fol.
b
theauthor
still
(fol. a, 8).
quotes
passages to illustrate the first usage. Some leaves are missing
between i b and 2 a. The latter begins with the third mode
tz ND irn
rip n'tO Kiv nrlsu
r1 nn'piK p nisn5Ns :zn5'i
inn'1
nlna-11
-Iyn p'n
n:1nbK ?a. This is continued to
np)ln
the end of 2 b.
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The author gives the source of every quotation, and this fact
would lead one to assume that this book belongs to a later period,
probably to the thirteenth century.
Two paper leaves, forming the outer sheet of a fascicle,
measuring 6?1 x 5 in. (= 17 X 12'7 cm.). Number of lines ranges
from twenty to twenty-two to a page, apart from some irregular
lines on the margins. Oriental cursive character. [Amram.]

71.
Stray notes, in Jewish-Arabic, on biblical passages. Some
notes are brief, while others are rather lengthy and irrelevant.
The verses commented upon are: Psalms 68. 3I; 75. 9;
Job 25. 5; 34- 29. The writer expatiates upon the use of the
Imperfect; he then stumbles upon the word rtneW, and gives
a number of passages in which it occurs. He is thus led to
explain the use of the 1 to introduce the predicate, and a great
many passages are cited.
Two parchment leaves, slightly damaged, measuring 5 x 4- in.
x 11.7 cm.). There are nineteen lines to a page. Square
I4
(=
character with a slight tendency to cursiveness. [Amram.]

72.
Part of a treatise, in Jewish-Arabic, on Hebrew grammar.
This fragment contains rules about the makkef (written 9plrn,
which is against the vocalization li.V) after nN and in.
Two paper leaves, badly obliterated, measuring 61 x 5 in.
(=I7 x 12.7 cm.). Number of lines ranges from eleven to fourteen
to a page. The writing, which is in Oriental square character
with a strong tendency to cursiveness, is very slovenly. [U. P.]

73.
Part of a treatise, in Jewish-Arabic, on Hebrew syntax. It is
also possible that it formed part of a lengthy commentary on the
Bible in which syntactical usages were fully discussed. This
fragment deals with the use of the third person (:aal%K'ni) in
the Pentateuch instead of the first or the second, as ,nr 'InNl1,
*'WO
? I'l, nWn 5K tqnp,, n~W is ' n:f'7n. The author points
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4 '
out that the exceptions like '1z
i1n yW ,nnK
nws1 are few.
The writer's aim was evidently polemical. as in referring to this
principle and to the one which preceded it, he observes: pi-n t Entk

Kmnohi7wi vin

ti6n=

nynv^w

in

p^n -iD

njmua

p^Si6K

He then discusses repetitions of words
Nlly 'NKnWN mND.
which add nothing to the meaning, but are merely employed for
rhetorical effect, as '=1 IN
mn ': (Ps. 92. o1); or for the
'1p: lf
sake of making the sentence more intelligible, as the repetition of
natn, in 2 Kings 23. 15.
One paper leaf, measuring 7 x 58 in. (= 178 x 13.6 cm.).
The right upper corner is torn off. There are twenty-one lines to
a page. Oriental square character with a strong tendency to
cursiveness. (Cobern).

74.
Part of Kimhi's Hebrew grammar 5P21. The treatment of
the verb ends on recto, 1. 2, where the quinqualiteral verbs
rnnnD 'nn[nDt] are given. This is followed by niwrv,n'ly in
a large square hand, and the page ends with NlWin ulp ,lnn (Fiirth
edition, p. 153 a, 1. 4). Verso continues recto, and ends with
ar

nlp DVunlW(p. 154 a, 1. 20).
There are some minor variants, as nflDn, '3)lt

instead of

nwn prp-l nyw.
A narrow strip of parchment, measuring Io X 4? in. (= 26
x 11.4 cm.). Only half of the width has been preserved. There
are twenty-eight lines to a page. Rabbinic cursive character.
[Amram.]
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